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Intersection upgrade: Princes Highway 
and The Boulevarde, Kirrawee 

Work to begin in April 2020 

Transport for NSW | March 2020 

 

Night work 

Due to high traffic volumes, construction will be 

carried out mostly at night. Our proposed schedule 

involves working up to five nights a week between 

April and December 2020, weather permitting.  

Our night work hours will be between 8pm and 

5am from Sunday to Friday. Our day work hours 

are from 7am to 6pm, Monday to Friday, and 

8am to 1pm on Saturdays. We will not work 

public holidays. 

What we are doing 

 Widening the intersection to accommodate two 

right-turn lanes and an extended merge lane 

from The Boulevarde into Princes Highway. 

 Extending the left slip lane from Princes Highway 

onto The Boulevarde, eastbound. 

 Closing the service road exit to motor vehicle 

traffic at The Boulevarde (continued through 

access for cyclists). 

 Constructing a traffic island to improve 

pedestrian safety and to separate traffic turning 

left and right from The Boulevarde into 

Princes Highway. 

 

 

In April 2020, Transport for NSW will begin work to upgrade the intersection of 

Princes Highway and The Boulevarde, Kirrawee.  

Princes Highway is one of the most vital arterial roads in southern Sydney. The upgrade of the Highway’s 

intersection with The Boulevarde is one of a series of major pinch point projects along Princes Highway, 

including completed work at Port Hacking Road, Sylvania, and Heathcote Road, Engadine.  

Other projects on their way to completion on Princes Highway include multi-million dollar upgrades at 

intersections with Acacia Road, Presidents Avenue, Oak Road and Kingsway.  

 
 Removing trees (with offset planting), installing 

new kerbs and pavement, relocating utilities, 

asphalting and line marking. 
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Privacy Transport for NSW (“TfNSW”) is subject to the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998(“PPIP Act”) which requires that we comply 
with the Information Privacy Principles set out in the PPIP Act. All information in correspondence is collected for the sole purpose of assisting in the delivery 
this project. The information received, including names and addresses of respondents, may be published in subsequent documents unless a clear 
indication is given in the correspondence that all or part of that information is not to be published. Otherwise we will only disclose your personal information, 
without your consent, if authorised by the law. Your personal information will be held by us at 27 Argyle Street, Parramatta. You have the right to access and 
correct the information if you believe that it is incorrect. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Traffic changes 

There will be temporary traffic changes during our 

work hours to ensure the work zone is safe. 

Please keep to speed limits and follow signs and 

traffic controllers’ directions. For the latest traffic 

updates, you can call 132 701, visit livetraffic.com 

or download the Live Traffic NSW App. 

 

 

How will the work affect you? 

Our work may be noisy at times, but we will do 

everything we can to minimise its impact. We will 

complete the noisier activities, such as concrete 

cutting, chain sawing and jack hammering, by 

midnight.  

 

Questions and feedback? 

We invite your feedback or questions on the 

work schedule or other aspects of the project. 

Please send your comments to our delivery 

partner, Ventia Boral Amey Joint Venture by 

5pm, Friday 20 March 2020 using the contact 

details below. 

 

Temporary site compound  

To support construction, we are setting up a 

temporary site compound at the intersection 

of Kingsway and Sylvania Road, Gymea.  

 

Community consultation 

Transport for NSW sought public feedback on the 

project in 2017. The submissions and our 

responses are published on the project webpage: 

nswroads.work/princesboulevarde 

 

The compound will be used for site offices 

and to store materials and machinery. It may 

be in use any time work is taking place at 

the intersection. 

Contact us 

For more information or to comment, please 

contact Ventia Boral Amey Joint Venture 

by telephone on 1800 677 700, email 

nswenquiries@vbajv.com.au or write to 

PO Box 838, Rockdale NSW, 2216. 


